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REGULATION

The Arrival of Micro Operators:
What can Regulators Expect?

Source: Total Telecom
EE has become the first telco in the UK to offer 5G servicers to
its consumers, by switching on its 5G network on the 30th
May 2019 [read more].

Source: Policy Tracker
From industrial estates to hospitals, experts believe that micro
operators could be the best solution for verticals seeking
tailored services [read more – subscription required].
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Radio Spectrum Policy Group Project to boost FTTH Coverage
discussed its Enhanced Role

Source: European Commission

under the EECC

a deal in Slovenia to invest into a high-quality fibre-to-the-

Source: Cullen International

The Connecting Europe Broadband Fund (CEBF) has finalised
home (FTTH), open-access network for residential, business
and public administration in the rural areas of Slovenia and to

The EECC extends the role of the Radio Spectrum Policy

cover over 240,000 locations. This is the third successfully

Group with respect to the cooperation between EU member

closed project by the Fund [read more].

states. RSPG, assembling national spectrum experts, will
coordinate EU member states’ approaches for assignment and

CONSUMER

authorisation of use of spectrum [read more – subscription
required].
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get
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on Free Flow of Non-Personal Available Tariffs
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help

the

Best

Data

Source: Cullen International

Source: European Commission

requiring broadband, telephony and TV service providers to

As part of the Digital Single Market strategy, the new
Regulation on the free flow of non-personal data, which has
started to apply in the Member states, will allow data to be

Ofcom, the UK telecoms regulator, adopted new rules
notify both residential and business customers about the end
of their minimum contract period (MCP) [read more –
subscription required].

stored and processed everywhere in the EU without
unjustified restrictions [read more].

SPECTRUM

People's

Online

Experiences

Revealed

EE switches on its 5G Network

Source: Ofcom

in the UK

online, new research suggests, with around four in every five

Internet users in the UK are increasingly worried about being
harbouring concerns [read more].
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TELEVISION

Croatia Extends DTT Tender
Deadline

INNOVATION

ITU launches new Report on AI
in Broadcasting
Source: Broadband TV News

Source: Broadband TV News

ITU has just published a new report that lays out how Artificial

The Croatian regulator HAKOM has extended a tender for

Intelligence (AI) could be used during the process of making

three DTT licences on Mux 1 and 2 and L1 in the 470-694

and distributing television and radio content [read more].

MHz frequency spectrum [read more].
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